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ABSTRACT

Determining the demand for natural resource recreation requires

unique research and land use management methods. Effective recreation

demand analyses must account for users' unfulfilled activity prefer-

ences. The purpose of this study is to quantify the relationship be-

tween recreators' activity preferences and their measurable socio-

economic characteristics.

Using factor analysis, an activity preference typology was de-

veloped for recreation visitors to the Mogollon Rim area. This typol-

ogy was related to visitor characteristics by multiple regression

analysis. Activity preference patterns and constraints on these pref-

erences were also defined.

The results of the study show a statistically significant re-

lationship between the activity typology and visitor characteristics.

A quantitative measure of recreators' activity preference, based on

measurable socio-economic variables, has been obtained. Suggested re-

finements in the method will make management application operational.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A relative scarcity of funds and land resources requires land

managers to make allocative decisions such that optimum land use is

obtained. Recreational land use is an increasing factor in the multi-

ple use scheme of public land management. The U. S. Forest Service in

the State of Arizona, as part of a program to design and implement

multiple-use plans for public lands, recognizes the need for informa-

tion on the recreational use of natural resource lands. In a compre-

hensive land use planning study of forest lands in the Mogollon Rim

area they have requested the Department of Watershed Management, The

University of Arizona, to develop predictive models that relate user

publics and their recreation demands to specific facilities.

The Problem 

Natural resource recreation modeling, to be fully successful,

requires quantification of the analytic variables. The variables them-

selves fall into two broad categories. Generally, they are physical

resource variables and socio-economic variables. Natural resources are

usually amenable to quantification in terms of land use. Man-made

structures or facilities are even more so. The land users, however,

are harder to describe. Measuring the recreationist's experiences and

the satisfaction, or lack of it, that he derives from them has and will

1
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challenge researchers in the natural resource field. Some aspects of

the experience, such as quality or its total value can be analyzed but

likely never quantified.

Among many thoughtful approaches to the problem have been at-

tempts to relate the user and the land through modified economic

models. People's demand for outdoor recreation is not only a function

of their preference for it but an indicator of their satisfaction with

it. Considerable research has been done in the area of outdoor recrea-

tion demand recently but the "science" remains imperfect. Criticism of

these "demand" studies is based on both definitional problems and on

the viability of underlying assumptions. A common failing is to meas-

ure quantity of use and call it demand (Clawson and Knetsch 1966). At-

tempts at market valuation of the recreation resource lead to adapta-

tion of consumers' surplus (Pearse 1968) and rent (dennergren and Ful-

lerton 1972) models. The rent model, in using the varying costs of

time and distance, does reflect relative values held by users who

travel to different areas. Its application has been necessarily incom-

plete, however, as it assumes a uniform distribution of wealth. A

similar criticism is made of the consumers' surplus model (Seckler

1966) in that it fails to consider differences in diminishing marginal

utility of income among consumers. Unless one can assume collective

utility or some cardinal measure of individual satisfaction, the pres-

ently imperfect market for recreation necessitates a nonprice approach

to economic measures of demand.
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Recognizing that demand for recreation is related to available

opportunities and associated costs, Seneca, Davidson, and Adams (1968)

incorporated supply factors in consumption functions for recreation at

the TVA lakes. These functions have restricted applicability due to

the selection of specific supply characteristics. The general model,

however, imposes realistic constraints on estimates of consumption

change and improved specification of supply variables could broaden its

use.

Another assumption underlying recreation demand studies is that

peoples' preferences (which induce demand) can be accounted for by

measuring socio-economic characteristics. That is, changes in a con-

sumption model, after controlling for these characteristics, should re-

flect consumer demand. Certainly it is easier to ascertain social,

economic, and demographic characteristics than consumers' preferences,

particularly for land managers. The reliability of these surrogates,

however, is not fully known. A direct measure of consumer preference

for outdoor recreation would be useful in two ways. Researchers could

use it in conjunction with, or as a substitute for, socio-economic

variables in recreation modeling. Land managers could better under-

stand the complexity of user wants and therefore improve satisfaction.

Furthermore, if information about user characteristics is more avail-

able to managers than preferences, then the relationship between the

two should be known.

These relationships are diagrammed in Figure 1. A direct meas-

ure of consumer preference requires detailed inquiry and analysis. It
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is important, therefore, to specify the relationship between these

preferences and more readily available variables.

A related problem in analyzing natural resource recreation use

is the composite and varying nature of activity participation; recrea-

tion consumption for an individual or group typically involves several

activities. Many studies (Burch 1965, Cole and Wilkins 1971, Hendee

and Campbell 1969, King 1965b) have noted the "hub" effect of camping

as it generates multiple functions. Some method of aggregating activi-

ties that are linked, at least conceptually, seems necessary for mean-

ingful analysis.

In an attempt to develop a descriptive and predictive model for

recreation use of the Mogollon Rim area, King (1972) has hypothesized a

consumption model that incorporates both supply and demand variables.

The model will reflect changes in recreation consumption both as a re-

sult of changes in recreation opportunities and the dynamics of user

characteristics. The estimated consumption functions rely on actual ac-

tivity participation data and existing supply or facility characteris-

tics. Therefore, a potential gap exists between "revealed" and actual

preference for outdoor activities. This is a matter of concern for

Forest Service planners and recreation analysts in their attempt to

meet the demands of recreationists. Moreover, the large variety of

possible activity "mixes" complicates demand analysis.

Specifically, the problem to which this study is addressed is:

a quantitative measure of the relationship between recreators 1 activity
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preferences and their socio-economic characteristics is not available

for recreation demand analysis.

Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to develop a technique for aggre-

gating conceptually linked activities and relating them to recreation

visitor characteristics in a manner that will permit quantification of

activity preferences. In support of this the pattern of visitors' ac-

tivity preferences and the factors that constrain these preferences will

be described.

The results of this study will be both qualitative and quanti-

tative. The null hypothesis to be tested is that no correlation exists

between the characteristics of recreationists and their activity pref-

erence patterns. The analytic technique, to be described in the

Methods chapter, will require multivariate analysis. Measures of as-

sociation and correlation among variables will be tested at the 57

level of significance. '

The objectives of the study are:

1. Describe the pattern of outdoor recreation activity prefer-

ence for visitors to the Mogollon Rim area.

2. Develop an activity typology of conceptually and/or empiri-

cally related activities.

1. The level of significance selected does not reflect a thor-

ough understanding of the risk of Type I error. It is a commonly used

level in recreation research and hopefully this study will "dovetail"

with related research.
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3. Determine the relationship between pertinent socio-economic

variables and the activity aggregates in the second objective.

4. Define, and scale in importance, the range of constraints

that prevent the realization of preferred activities.

Scope and Limitations 

Any disparity between a recreatorfs desired and realized activ-

ity programs is assumed to be a function of certain constraints. These

may be either a result of natural resource conditions or be man-created

constraints. Natural resource factors such as site characteristics or

scenic qualities have not been explicitly considered. However, their

influence is implicitly revealed in the response to many of the vari-

ables noted below.

Those specific constraints that prevent fulfillment of pre-

ferred activity programs will be described with respect to their man-

agement characteristics. That is to say, some constraints are the

result of certain supply or facility characteristics that may be var-

ied as a result of management actions. Other constraints are beyond

the influence of agencies responsible for recreation land use. In

this study the following management variables and their relevant rela-

tionships were considered.

For example, is there a relationship between distance or ac-

cessibility to an area and the recreation activity patterns in that

area? A negative correlation between remoteness and/or lack of devel-

opment and the extent of "social" activities desired has been found by

Hendee and Campbell (1969).
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Density of use per developed acre (crowding) could be expected

to influence the quality of recreation experience. What constraining

influence does this have on activities?

Do management inputs such as maintenance, user regulation,

visitor information programs, water quality, or type of facilities de-

termine activity "mixes"? Various studies indicate such a relationship

(Cordell and James 1972, Goldin 1971, Hecock 1970, Lime 1971).

Several sources of variation in recreation participation are

beyond the influence of public land managers. Paramount among these

are socio-economic variables such as age, income, education, family

size, occupation, and amount invested in camping equipment. Underlying

factors of a more subtle nature are time and health. Previous research

has found significant correlation among these variables and recreational

activity patterns (Hendee et al. 1968; King 1966; Outdoor Recreation

Resources Review Commission, hereafter referred to as O.R.R.R.C., 1962b,

Ch. 2). Finally, previous experience, both in the area and elsewhere,

will influence expectations and thus should relate to activity prefer-

ence and satisfaction.

The nature of this study is such that it is a component study

of the larger project to estimate recreation consumption functions and

unmet demand in the Mogollon Rim area of Arizona. As a result, data

were collected simultaneously for both studies using a single question-

naire. For reasons of time and cost, data for this thesis are re-

stricted to on-site interviews obtained during the 1972 summer season.

The terms area, site, and unit refer to the total area under study, a
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given campground, and a family camp unit, respectively. The results

are intended to apply primarily to management considerations in the

Mogollon Rim area. Hopefully, however, pertinent conclusions can be

drawn with respect to statewide and regional planning activities.

The area of concern covers roughly 2000 square miles of

ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir type forest. It includes portions of the

Tonto, Coconino, and Sitgreaves National Forests (Figure 2). The area

extends from the community of Strawberry on the west to Heber on the

east, Payson to the south and straddles the Rim. It ranges in eleva-

tion from 4500 to 7500 feet. Numerous lakes, streams, and roads are

found in the area. The lakes, however, are restricted to small boat

motor size and are not available for water skiing or pleasure boating.

State highway 86 and highway 260 bound the area on the south, east, and

west. Several private resort accommodations and commercial lodgings

are available on these highways as well as public facilities, but no

skiing facilities exist. Other roads are graded or primitive. One

main hiking/horse trail runs parallel to and below the Rim. A few

trails branch off this one. There are 24 developed recreation sites,

many of which are fee areas. Of these, six are located on streams and

seven on lakes. Many "throwdown" camping sites
2 
are distributed over

the area. Major attractions include Rim view points, two fish hatcher-

ies, the Zane Grey cabin and historical sites. The primary user popu-

lation comes from the Phoenix standard metropolitan statistical area.

2. A "throwdown" site is administratively recognized by the

U.S.D.A., Forest Service, as a site commonly used for camping, but un-

developed for camping.
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Use by residents of Tucson and Flagstaff is probably less due to sev-

eral intervening opportunities. The time period under study was the

major summer recreation season, May 27 through September 4, 1972.

11



CHAPTER 2

METHODS

Short of some utopian existence, free of scarcity and ample of

knowledge, we are led to suspect that most people possess unfulfilled

wants and expectations. This suspicion extends to the outdoor recrea-

tionist seeking satisfaction from his relations with his environment.

It is not hard to believe that there is usually some disparity between

a person's actual recreation experiences and those he would prefer to

have. The complexity of forces which can and do act upon an individual

as constraining influences (such as those noted in Chapter 1) would

seem to ensure this disparity. To ascertain the extent of this differ-

ence recreationists were asked to state their preferences for recrea-

tional activities.

Data Collection 

In this study an on-site interview technique was employed using

a questionnaire (Appendix A). Other techniques have been used or sug-

gested. Observation and participant observation, while appropriate for

many recreation studies, are self-defeating in an attempt to separate

desired action from actual conduct. Two studies (Cordell and James

1972; Hecock 1970, p. 249) take the opposite view. They suggest that

it might be better to study what people do than what they say they do,

or what people "demonstrate" they prefer as opposed to what they say

12
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they prefer. Neither study takes account of facility and environmental

constraints. Hendee et al. (1968) and Cole and Wilkins (1971) point

out the importance of the influence of opportunities on participation.

Johnson, Johnson, and Christiansen (1971) claim that participation in

an activity shows preference and that the rate of participation indi-

cates demand. This seems deterministic and assumes supply to be con-

stant over time or across the population.

Another suggested method is the mail questionnaire. Two impor-

tant advantages of this technique, over the personal interview method,

are the avoidance of seasonal bias (weighting toward summer activities,

in this case) and the generally lower cost per respondent (Gray 1961,

p. 39). There are disadvantages, however. Many use areas are not con-

ducive to obtaining a sample frame for mailing. Recreationists are

free to come and go and do not consistently register or leave a written

record (Gray 1961, p. 39). Other problems with mail questionnaires

that on-site contact can overcome include "closed-end" and loaded ques-

tions, inability to probe for definitions, and memory loss as a func-

tion of the recency of a recreation visit.

The Mogollon Rim area contains many relatively undeveloped and

"dispersed" sites that receive important recreation use. The nature of

this study requires personal contact. Questions dealing with users/

preferred activities, given a release from perceived constraints, re-

quire some probing. In particular, a realistic list of constraints can

be formed only after discussing the notions people have about them.
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Information was gained from a stratified random sample of

recreation visitors to the Mogollon Rim area. Typically, in survey

sampling, sample size is determined arithmetically as a function of the

size of the larger population and its expected variance. The target

population for this study was the composite of the recreation visitors

to the Mogollon Rim area. No parameters for this population are known.

Therefore, based on restrictions of time and cost, the maximum, reason-

able number of interviews obtainable during the study period consti-

tuted the sample size. This number was 620.

The study period was stratified three ways. As is true gener-

ally in Arizona the Rim area has a summer rainy season. Its occurrence

normally begins in mid-July. Assuming that this weather phenomenon

would contribute significant variation to study results, it seemed con-

venient to divide this study in half. The first half ran from May 27

through July 16. The second half ran from July 17 through September 4.

Another source of variation is the different use intensity to be ex-

pected between weekdays and weekend days. Therefore, the study period

was further stratified into these two types of days. Three national

holidays occurred during the study period. These were treated as week-

end days. July 4 occurred on a Tuesday, July 3 was considered a week-

end day also. Finally, it was noted earlier that a significant differ-

ence may occur between developed and "throwdown" sites. Interviewing

was divided between these types.

To allocate the sample among strata the following steps were

taken:
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1. Total visitor days of use for developed areas and dis-

persed areas (excluding road travel and hunting) were taken from the

latest RIM3 estimates. These estimates were 287,000 visitor days in

dispersed areas and 245,000 visitor days at developed sites. Since

some of the dispersed recreation use arises from the population of

parties at developed sites and recreational use of developed areas is

of more importance in planning, it was decided to allocate 607. of the

interviews to developed sites and 407. to dispersed sites. Thus, 370

interviews were scheduled for developed sites and 250 at "throwdown"

sites and stream access points.

2. Allocation of the 370 interviews to specific developed

sites was proportional to the visitor days of use indicated by RIM

data. Estimates of use for specific throwdown and stream access points

are not available. These areas were assigned to four use categories

based on advice from the District Rangers and observation of apparent

use impacts on the sites.

3. Allocation of interviews between weekdays and weekend-

holidays was proportional to amount of use. RIM samples taken at a

number of developed sites indicated weekend-holiday use per day to

range between 50 and 84 7. of total daily use. The mean of these per-

centages was taken and 677. of the interviews were assigned to weekend

holiday periods and 337. to weekdays. At some of the less used sites,

the total number of interviews scheduled was as low as 2. In these

cases the interviews were assigned to weekend days.

3. Recreation Information Management data program operated by
the U.S.D.A., Forest Service.
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4. Due to the size of the study area and the dispersed nature

of the various sites it was necessary to group the sites into conven-

ient geographical entities. A minimum of 7 groups was formed. Again,

logistical requirements dictated that an average of 15 interviews per

weekend day and 8 per weekday should be obtained. Totaling the number

of interviews needed per group and dividing by the above averages gives

a determination of the number of weekend and weekdays needed per group

for each half of the season. Using a random start, the 7 groups were

assigned to consecutive weekend and weekday dates in the first half. A

second random start assigned groups to the days of the second half.

The original goal of 620 interviews was not met. Due to an un-

usually dry spring in Arizona fire danger on most national forests was

extreme. In the Mogollon Rim area this necessitated closure of several

campgrounds and all backcountry (throwdown) sites. The closures ex-

tended into the study period and the last sampling day to be affected

was June 5. This resulted in the loss of 32 scheduled interviews. The

influence of such weather conditions and the consequent fire closure

has an unknown effect on outdoor recreationists. Due to the likelihood

that visitors who would have been interviewed had they been in the area

are significantly different from visitors at other times, no attempt

was made to make up these interviews. Many potential interviews were

lost because visitors were not at sites at scheduled sampling times.

Within the dictates of sampling strata and schedule as many as possible

of these were made up. At some sites, however, no interviews were ob-

tained. The actual interviews by site are listed in Appendix B.
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The total number of interviews obtained for the season was 490.

Of these, three refused to answer any questions (technically this is a

valid response and must be counted toward the sample total), six did

not respond to critically important questions, six had been interviewed

previously, and two were subsequently reclassified as nonrecreationists.

The result was 473 usable interviews upon which this study is based.

Interviews were administered by two enumerators using the ques-

tionnaire discussed previously. To avoid undue interference with

sleeping and camp necessities, interviews were not conducted before

9:30 A.M. and no later than 7:00 P.M. This should have provided an am-

ple time span to avoid bias against the "all day recreator." The order

in which sites were "hit" was varied from date to date. Visitors were

not interviewed while eating, sleeping, fishing, during rain storsm, or

at any time while in their shelter (tent, trailer, etc.). A list of

enumerator instructions is provided in Appendix C.

Upon arrival at a site the enumerator counted the number of

parties ( i) at a site, assigning consecutive numbers to them. With (n)

interviews assigned to the site for that day, he selected a party at

random (using a table of random numbers) and proceeded to interview

every T party. For each party the "head of household" or group leader

was the respondent. Previous studies (Cole and Wilkins 1971, King

1968) have shown that these informal leaders tend to be both influen-

tial in, and representative of, their groups.
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Variables 

Three sets of variables were measured for this study. The

users themselves must be differentiated and defined. Burch (1965)

demonstrates that one's background and experience may well influence

his activity typology. Other studies (Cole and Wilkins 1971; King

1965b; O.R.R.R.C. 1962b, Ch. 2) have shown that the following socio-

economic and demographic characteristics are significantly related to

recreation participation. Along with their measurement they are:

a. Total family income in dollars.

b. Education of head of household in years.

c. Age of head of household in years.

d. Total family size in numbers.

e. Occupation of head of household using U. S. Bureau

of Census categories.

f. Amount of paid vacation of respondent in weeks per year.

g. Recreation experience of head of household in years

camped.

h. Recreation equipment investment in replacement dollars.

i. Type of recreation group respondent is with depending

on whether family, unrelated or other.

j. Place of residence of respondent depending on inside city

limits, suburban, rural non-farm, or rural farm.

k. Length of respondent's visit to the study area in days.

The level of site development was considered to be an important

factor in determining the range of activities engaged in and the
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satisfaction derived from participation. The type and amount of facil-

ities, accessibility, even the non-manmade aspects dictate the oppor-

tunity for different types of recreation (Cordell and James 1972, He-

cock 1970, Seneca et al. 1968). For purposes of this study the sites

will be broken into two main types, developed sites and undeveloped or

"throwdown" sites.

A list of the activities was prepared using the RIM handbook.

This list included activities for other seasons, such as snowplay, and

for which no opportunity exists in the Mogollon Rim area, such as water-

skiing. Moreover, an "other" category was provided. This is intended

to reduce bias and to encourage greater expression of activity prefer-

ence. The list can be seen in Table 1.

Socio-economic variables were determined through direct solici-

tation of response via the questionnaire (Appendix A). For this pur-

pose questions 6 through 11, 15 through 25, and 45 through 48 were used.

With reference to the activity list, respondents were asked to

select any six activities (including "other") and rank them in order of

their preference. The number of preferred activities was chosen for

several reasons. The National Recreation Survey (0.R.R.R.C. 1962b,

Ch. 1) found that, of varying clusters of activities, the largest group

(3870 participated in four to seven activities on an average outing.

Gray (1961, p. 103) found that asking visitors to select the "one most

preferred" activity resulted in a disproportionate allocation to ac-

tivity groups. The majority of visitors are expected to be family

groups (King 1965b). Recreation patterns are assumed to be a function
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Table 1. Possible outdoor recreation activities preferred by visitors
to the Mogollon Rim area.

Activity	 Activity

(a) Camping

(p) Picnicking

(c) Fishing

(d) Hunting

(e) Driving & sightseeing

(0 Nature study

(g) Horseback riding

(a) Hiking

(i) Walking

(j) Swimming

( c) Canoeing

(1) Boating

(n) Sailing

( 1) Off-road vehicle use

(o) Bicycling

(p) Gathering forest products

(q) Attending talks & programs

(r) Photography

(s) Relaxing

(0 Ice skating

(u) Snow play

(v) Snow skiing

(w) Waterskiing

(x) Other
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of group interaction. Hopefully, six choices will serve to thoroughly

"unfetter" individual preferences. Respondents were asked to indicate

which of these six activities (they may select less than six) they

would like to do more of, if they could. Finally, they were asked to

indicate, for the three most important activities, what it is that

keeps them from doing all of the activity they would like to do. These

three activity constraints are considered sufficient to reveal the most

important constraining influences perceived by the user.

The importance of the above information to the study results

suggests the need to emphasize the mode of inquiry. When respondents

were asked to rank any six activities they were reminded that these are

activities they would like to do, not necessarily those they actually

do. Furthermore, in determining what it is that keeps users from doing

all that they would like to of a given activity, responses were grossly

grouped into health, time, cost, facilities, and "other" categories.

Responses were probed for definition; suggestions were provided to en-

sure the consideration of constraints over which land managers have in-

fluence. At the same time, however, respondents were encouraged to be

forthright and comprehensive in their assessment of why they are unable

to fulfill their desires. Success, in part, depended upon administra-

tion of the questionnaire.

Data Analysis 

In this section the method of analysis pertinent to each objec-

tive is treated separately.
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Activity Preference Patterns 

Objective one involves a direct, aggregate measure of the re-

spondents' stated preferences. For each activity a frequency of selec-

tion value can be related to the total number of respondents to arrive

at a percentage measure of activity preference. The frequency values

are looked at two ways. The percent of the total sample that selected

a given activity reveals the general preference pattern. For each ac-

tivity, moreover, the frequency of rank specification determines the

intra-activity structure. Analysis of the two sets of frequencies de-

scribes both the relative preference and the relative importance of

visitors' recreation interests. Furthermore, the number of respondents

wishing to do more of an activity will be related to their relative

preferences.

Factor Analysis 

The second objective requires multivariate analysis of the

clustering of all preferred activities over the total sample. Follow-

ing Hendee, Gale, and Catton (1971), a typology of strongly related ac-

tivities can be formed. That is, conceptually, activities are believed

to cluster in highly intercorrelated response patterns. Empirical ver-

ification of this can be made using the technique of factor analysis.

Factor analysis is a mathematical tool generated and used pri-

marily in the social sciences. It performs the important function of

specifying and quantifying as variables what would otherwise be rela-

tively imprecise concepts. Although any data matrix can be factor ana-

lyzed, the results will not necessarily be meaningful. There must be
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variation in the data and to the extent that such variance is common to

several variables factor analysis can reveal underlying structure. Two

important results can be obtained by the exposure of factor structure.

One is parsimony in the number of variables required to understand sci-

entific phenomena. The other is the structure itself, which mathemati-

cally comprises latent roots and conceptually identifies the real

processes of physical and social interaction.

The most common use of factor analysis is to reduce a large num-

ber of variables to more manageable proportions and to analyze the

shared variance that creates the clusters. Typically a correlation ma-

trix of data variables is prepared from which the correlation coeffi-

cients, as measures of association, are input to the factor process.

Selecting a correlation transformation involves the first of five

decision-making steps in a factor analysis.

Correlation Matrix. For this study the Pearson product-moment

correlation transformation was selected as the input matrix. Usually,

ordinal data, for which the usual assumptions regarding normality can-

not be made, requires a nonparametric correlation transformation (Siegel

1956). The concern is that tests of significance may be invalid, that

extreme frequencies can misrepresent the value of a variable (Guertin

and Bailey 1970, p. 181), and that skewed distributions can reduce

Pearson correlation values (Rummel 1970, p. 217). Data of this nature

can be mathematically transformed to approximate normality but with a

consequent loss of information; in this study kurtosis and skewness ex-

press degree and extent of activity preference.
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As an aid in deciding which matrix to use, a computer run was

made on 25 7e of the variable pairs using Kendall's Tau rank correlation

matrix. Comparison with the same coefficients from the Pearson method

yielded no important differences. In neither case did the coefficients

exceed 0.30. This seems to indicate that "strength of relationship"

between these variable pairs will not be improved by the selection of a

nonparametric transformation matrix. A more important reason for choos-

ing the Pearson method is the difference in computer cost. The non-

parametric correlation matrix costs nearly twelve times the price of a

product-moment matrix.

Factor Technique. The second step in factor analysis is to se-

lect a factoring technique. The two most common factoring techniques

are the principal components technique and the principal axes technique.

The primary difference between the two is that for the former unities

are retained in the diagonal of the input matrix whereas communalities

must be estimated for diagonal matrix values in the latter method.

Other techniques are available but they are better suited to refining

data for which the underlying factor structure is apparent or known.

The question of whether to retain unities in the diagonal of

the correlation matrix or to attempt to estimate communalities can be

partly answered by the intended use of the research results. Guertin

and Bailey (1970, p. 148) suggest that, if the primary purpose of fac-

tor analysis is to define predictor variables or purely descriptive

variables, a principal components solution is appropriate. If, how-

ever, one seeks to determine common-factor structure, the grouping of
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variables with shared variance, then the principal axes method is more

useful.

The reason for this lies in the composition of variance. Any

variable, conceptually, is composed of variance shared in common with

other variables, variance unique to itself, and an error component.

The sum of common, unique, and error variance for a variable equals 1.0.

Therefore, the value used in the diagonal of a correlation matrix to be

factor analyzed for common structure should not exceed that component

of variance which is common to other variables. Inflating the true com-

munality of a variable results in the introduction of unique and error

variance which is treated as common variance (Comrey 1973). In the

principal components technique, with ones in the diagonal, the number

of factors extracted is usually based on those with eigenvalues greater

than 1.0. This is based on the assumption that since the most variance

a single variable can contribute is equal to 1.0, any useful factor

must account for more total variance than that contributed by a single

variable. There is no reason to believe, however, that with this method

only common variance has been extracted. One of the objectives of this

study is to aggregate activities into a typology that is predicated on

underlying structure. For this reason the principal axes technique, or

common factor analysis, was selected.

Communality Estimate. This leads to the third factor analytic

step, that of selecting an estimate of the communality value since 1.0

is assumed to be too large. The method generally considered best for

common factor analysis is to use the squared multiple correlations
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(SMC 1 s) of each variable with all other variables (Rummel 1970). The

SMC is a conservative value in that it represents a lower bound on the

true communality. Therefore, it only reflects common variance, the

risk being that it may not account for enough common variance. The SMC

is also a function of the number of variables; the larger the number of

variables, the closer SMC comes to true communality (Rummel 1970). To

overcome the risk of an excessively low estimate, iteration procedures

are available wherein the SMC's are replaced with successive communality

values, derived from successive factoring processes, until the estimates

converge. This can be costly, however, if the SMC's are too low and

many iterations are required. In the computer program used for this

study (Nie, Bent, and Hull 1970, Ch. 17), SMC's were employed as com-

munality estimates with an iteration process for convergence on true

communalities. In the initial factor run, more than 99 iterations did

not achieve convergence. Comrey (1973, p. 98) suggests a procedure

when SMCfs are too low whereby a principal components (unities as esti-

mates) factor run is made and the communalities resulting from this are

input as estimates to a principal axes solution. The latter process is

then iterated to convergence. This procedure was used and convergence

was achieved after 86 iterations.

Number of Factors. The last two steps require a decision as to

the correct number of factors to rotate to final solution and as to the

appropriate method of rotation, Rotation can be distorted if an inap-

propriate number of factors are extracted. Disregarding or including
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factors subtracts or adds to total variance as it is distributed among

the rotated factors.

The eigenvalue-one criterion (extractions of factors with

eigenvalues greater than or equal to one) has been discussed previously.

To use it to determine the number of factors to retain can be dangerous

if the difference between the least value greater than one and the great-

est value less than one is small. Eigenvalue-one then becomes unneces-

sarily arbitrary and risks missing important factors. Furthermore, one

must account for the effect data distributions can have on eigenvalues

close to unity. Skewness and systematic error in sample design can

shift eigenvalues from above one to below one (Rummel 1970, p. 363).

In the event of closeness between eigenvalues near one, several rules

of thumb have been developed and tested over the years. One, the

strength of relationship test, involves the assumption that more than

one variable must load strongly on a factor to reflect more than mere

specific factor variance. Factors that account for no more than 307

variance for one variable may be excluded (Rummel 1970, p. 362).

Another, suggested by Guertin and Bailey (1970, p. 117), indi-

cates that factors are likely not significant if they account for less

than 57 of the total variance.

Finally, when factors are largely measuring random error, the

change in factor variance levels off (Rummel 1970, p. 361). What is

called the "scree test" involves graphing the proportion of variance

accounted for against the number of factors. If the resulting curve

has the appearance of a scree slope, that is, a negatively sloping
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curve that becomes linear near the bottom, the beginning of the linear

segment denotes the factor cutoff point.

A series of computer runs were made on the data with varying

numbers of factors in order to view the allocation of variance. Em-

ploying the above rules of thumb along with the eigenvalue-one crite-

rion three factors were selected for rotation.

Factor Rotation. The basic difference between techniques of

factor rotation is orthogonal versus oblique. Orthogonal rotation as-

sumes that the factor clusters lie at right angles to each other. For

most real world variables that exist in common space there is inter-

correlation in varying degrees and absolute orthogonality is rare.

Oblique rotation tries to eliminate the need for this assumption by a

series of adjustments to angles greater or less than 90 degrees depend-

ing on the factor structure. Oblique rotation is costly, however, in

time and money. For exploratory analyses orthogonal rotation is con-

sidered adequate (Guertin and Bailey 1970, Rummel 1970).

The best and most commonly used orthogonal procedure is

Kaiser's Varimax Rotation (Guertin and Bailey 1970, Rummel 1970). This

procedure was used in the present study and the three factors previously

defined were rotated to approximate "simple structure."

Factor analysis is enjoying increasing popularity as a method-

ological tool in recreation research. Charles Proctor did an important

early work (0.R.R.R.C. 1962a, Appendix A) with activity participation

rates. The primary intent of the analysis was to establish predictor

variables; thus, his use of a principal components technique was
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appropriate. Shafer and Thompson (1968) used the centroid method of

factor analysis. This is the least rigorous technique and correspond-

ingly the results are less reliable than with other methods. Two more

recent studies (Nelson 1972, Bishop 1970) used methods comparable to

this study. Both, however, were studying participation rates rather

than activity preference. In any case these studies demonstrate the

value and potential of factor analysis for recreation research.

Multiple Regression 

To arrive at objective three a multiple regression analysis was

performed using factor scores as dependent variables and select socio-

economic characteristics as independent variables.

Three multiple regression equations were developed, one for

each factor obtained by factor analysis. The factor scores are derived

from the factor analysis program. Those socio-economic characteristics

relevant to each regression equation were determined with the aid of

stepwise regression and partial correlation analysis. In both forms of

analysis a 57. level of significance was used as a selection criterion.

The actual manner in which these methods were employed will be explained

as part of the discussion in Chapter 3.

For the multiple regression itself a 57. level of significance

was adhered to. The intent is to develop a prediction equation 
for

each factor which will reveal the important characteristics 
of users

preferring a given activity preference factor.
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Activity Preference Constraints 

The fourth objective mainly involves a descriptive process.

The stated constraints were stratified and grouped to clarify those

which management can vary. Each constraint was given a numerical value

based on the number of responses given to it. As a percentage of total

responses these values will provide a scale of importance for the con-

straints.

A problem that plagues all on-site recreation surveys is

length-of-stay bias. Those people enjoying the least satisfaction will

presumably stay the shortest length of time, if they stay at all. Cer-

tainly those characteristics that may influence greater visitor length-

of-stay would tend to be represented more frequently in the sample.

Therefore, a method taken from King (1965a) for correction of this bias

was incorporated into all analyses performed in this study. Briefly,

each response variable in the study was weighted proportional to the

number of days the respondent had been in the area on the present trip.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis are presented in the order of the

objectives as stated in Chapter 1. Most of the data are presented in

tabular form as well as being described in the text. Certain apparent

anomalies in relative values and total values are due to the weighting

procedure described in Chapter 2. For example, due to weighting, an

absolute value of 0.3 visitors may have been computed for an activity

rank, yielding a certain relative value. The computer program, how-

ever, may round the 0.3 value to zero.

Activity Preference Patterns 

The preference patterns of Rim area visitors are described by

activity ranking and by that portion of their preference that is un-

filfilled.

Activity Preference Ranks 

The analysis of visitors' stated activity preferences and their

ranking are summarized in Table 2. The activities have been ordered

according to the frequency of selection. It can be seen that for 12 of

the activities less than 5% of the visitors indicated a preference for

any one of them. The relatively small values that result cannot be

considered representative for purposes of detailed analysis. Therefore,

they are dropped from subsequent analyses in this study. Nonetheless,

31
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they are included in Table 2 as they do represent the spectrum of visi-

tors' preferences.

Of the 20 remaining activities 11 were ranked by 207e or more of

the sample. These are discussed in some detail. The nine activities

ranked by at least 5 7  of the visitors but less than 207e include horse-

back riding, canoeing, off-road vehicle use, bicycling, gathering for-

est products, attending talks and programs, photography, snow play, and

waterskiing. To some extent the relatively lower preference for these

nine activities may be attributable to lack of opportunity such as for

bicycling and waterskiing or to seasonal influence as for snow play.

As indicated in Chapter 2, however, control of these influences was at-

tempted.

Canoeing, bicycling, attending talks and programs, and gather-

ing forest products received no first choice rankings.

Most visitors ranked horseback riding fourth or fifth, with

nine persons ranking it first.

Off-road vehicle (ORV) use is ranked first by 11 visitors.

Most, however, ranked it fourth or sixth.

Of those who prefer photography as an activity, the largest

number ranked it sixth. Only one person ranked it first.

Snowplay and waterskiing were quite similar in visitors' pref-

erence ranking, with fifth choice the most common selection.

The relatively low selection and ranking of these activities

suggests their supplementary nature. That is to say, these activities

are an important part of composite groups of activities but are not
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often the primary objective of a recreation visit to the Mogollon Rim

area.

The most preferred activities as specified by Rim visitors in-

clude camping, picnicking, fishing, hunting, driving and sightseeing,

nature study, hiking, walking, swimming, boating, and relaxing. Three

hundred and ninety-five visitors or 84 7e of the sample ranked camping

as a preferred activity. This is to be expected as the majority of re-

spondents were campers. Of those who ranked camping, 217 or 55% ranked

it first. More than 807 ranked it among the top three activities.

Less than half of the visitors (387 ) ranked picnicking as a

preferred activity and of those, the greatest number ranked it second.

Fishing was ranked by 75 7e of Rim visitors but as with picnick-

ing most rated it as a second ranked activity.

Preference for hunting is similar to fishing in that it is

mainly a second or third ranked activity. However, only 187 or 407 of

the visitors to the Rim ranked hunting.

Driving and sightseeing is also ranked by 407 of the recrea-

tionists but among these the ranking distribution is more even, 42

ranking it as their third choice, 39 as their fourth, 38 fifth, and 47

sixth.

Nature study was low with 23 7. (108) of the Rim visitors indi-

cating a preference for it. The largest number in any rank was 30 at

fifth, seconded by 26 at third.

Hiking is important to 210 or more than 407. of the visitors,

but, again, the mode occurs at the fourth rank.
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Walking is preferred by only 97, or 207., of the Mogollon Rim

recreators, with most ranking it fourth or fifth choice.

Swimming appeals to 317 of the visitors, but, of these, only 8,

or 6 7., ranked it number one. The greatest number of a given rank (38)

ranked it fourth for 26 7.. Most of the others ranked it third or fifth.

Boating was somewhat more important, probably due to the in-

fluence of fishing preference. Thirty-three percent indicated a pref-

erence for this activity but the majority ranked it as fourth, fifth,

or sixth.

More than 507e, or 242, of the visitors selected relaxing as a

preferred activity. As with many other activities, however, the larg-

est number ranked it fourth, fifth, or sixth.

Unfulfilled Preference 

As an expression of unfulfilled preference for outdoor recrea-

tion activities, visitors to the Mogollon Rim area were asked to indi-

cate which of their preferred activities they would like to do more of

than they presently do. Table 3 shows the number and percent of re-

spondents who do not feel they participate in their preferred activi-

ties as much as they would like to while in the Rim area. For

clarification, data on activity selection are included from Table 2.

In addition, the relative frequency of those who ranked an activity

and wish to do more of it is calculated.

The data in Table 3 reveal the relative extent of unfulfilled

preference among outdoor recreation activities. Of particular note is
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Table 3. Comparison (by percent) of ranked activities with desire to
do more.

Activity Rankeda Do more
a

Do more as
percent of

ranked
Order

b

Camping 84(395) 62(293) 74 3

Fishing 76(358) 59(278) 78 2

Relaxing 51(242) 29(135) 56 7

Hiking 44(210) 25(117) 58 8

Driving &
eingsightse 

42(197) 20(96) 49 16

Hunting 40(187) 28(130) 70 5

Picnicking 38(178) 20(96) 54 11

Boating 33(517) 17(81) 52 13

Swimming 31(147) 17(79) 54 12

Nature study 23(108) 13(61) 57 6

Walking 21(97) 10(49) 51 14

Off-road vehicle 17(82) 10(45) 55 9

Photography 17(79) 6(30) 38 19

Horseback riding 14(66) 13(60) 91 1

Snow play 11(49) 5(24) 49 15

Water skiing 10(49) 4(18) 37 20

Attending talks 7(33) 4(18) 55 10
& programs

Canoeing 7(32) 5(23) 72 4

Bicycling 6(28) 3(12) 43 18

Forest products 5(23) 2(11) 48 17

a. N . 473

b. Based on Column 3.
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the column indicating the order, from high to low, of the percent of

those ranking an activity who wish to do more of that activity.

As might be expected the percent of the sample who do not do as

much of an activity as they would like to is roughly proportional to

the number in the sample who prefer that activity. For example, camp-

ing is high with 62 7e of the visitors wishing to do more of it than they

presently do. Fishing (59%) and relaxing (29 7e ) follow. Hunting (28%)

deviates from the order of activity preference, as do horseback riding

(13%), and canoeing (5%).

Of greater interest, however, is the relative frequency of

those ranking an activity who are unable to do as much as they

would like. From this perspective horseback riding is high with 91% of

those who prefer it wishing to do more of the activity. Fishing (78%)

remains in second place, and camping (74%) drops to third. Canoeing,

which ranked 18 of 20 with respect to preferred activities is in fourth

place with 72% of those who like it unable to canoe as much as they

wish. Nature study is preferred by only 23% of the Rim visitors but,

of these, 57% would like to do more of it than they do. Driving and

sightseeing ranked 5 of 20 with respect to preferred activities but

only 49% (16 of 20) feel they don't do enough. Interestingly, water-

skiing, which is not available in the Rim area, shows relative satia-

tion of preference with only 37% wishing to do more.

Factor Analysis 

The activity patterns presented above provide a descriptive ap-

praisal of recreationists' preferences. A more analytic approach that
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reveals the relationship between these preferred activities was taken

with a factor analysis of the data. In this case, the variables are

activities with the value of a variable being the preference rank given

to the activity.

Correlation Matrix 

The strength of the relationship between activities can be

shown with correlation coefficients for each variable with every other

variable. Table 4 is a product-moment correlation matrix for the pre-

ferred activities. The coefficients are generally low. Considering

the possibility that systematic error, resulting from combining data

from two different populations, was responsible, correlation matrices

were computed on separate sample strata. In the data collection

process the sample was stratified by season and by level of site devel-

opment. Correspondingly, correlation coefficients were produced for

developed and undeveloped classes (using RIM criteria) and for the "dry"

and "rainy" halves of the season. In neither case were the coefficients

strengthened importantly. Only five exceeded 0.30 in absolute value,

the highest being 0.53. Therefore, these strata were dropped from the

analyses.

The diagonal values are normally unities, reflecting perfect

correlation of a variable with itself. These have been replaced with

the communality estimates (discussed in Chapter 2) that were input to

the factor analysis. They are in parentheses for clarification. Only

the lower half of the matrix is presented as the balance is redundant.
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Unrotated Matrix 

The unrotated factor matrix is presented in Table 5. Each fac-

tor is an expression of the relationship of activity patterns. The

loadings on each factor for an activity represent correlations of the

activity with the factor. The square of a loading equals the propor-

tion of an activity's variance that is accounted for by the factor.

Summing the squared loadings across factors yields the final communali-
,

ties kh
2
 ). These values are the proportion of variance of each activ-

ity that is involved in factor space. For example, hiking, fishing,

and hunting have much of their variance accounted for in this matrix.

Waterskiing and walking are moderately represented. Camping, driving

and sightseeing, nature study, boating, and relaxing have low but im-

portant values.

Summing the squared loadings over activities, dividing by the

number of activities, and multiplying by 100 gives the percent of total

variation among all activities that is accounted for by a factor.

These values are shown at the bottom of Table 5, as well as the percent

of common variance accounted for by each factor. The latter values are

obtained by dividing the percent of total variance for each factor by

the percent of total variance for all factors. The percent of total

variance accounted for by all factors is 16.6 7. .

Rotated Matrix 

The final, rotated solution is seen in Table 6. Rotation has

shifted some of the common variance from the first to the second factor

as can be seen in the new values for percent common variance (compare
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Table 5.	 Outdoor recreation activity typology - unrotated factor
matrix.

Activity Factors
h2ii: iii

Camping .15 .13 .31 .14

Picnicking .11 -.19 -.18 .08

Fishing -.66 -.15 -.44 .65

Hunting -.56 .10 .09 .33

Driving &
sightseeing

.24 -.25 -.04 .12

Nature study .36 .00 -.03 .13

Horseback riding -.03 .13 .14 .04

Hiking .44 .75 .05 .74

Walking .24 -.34 -.13 .19

Swimming .01 .00 .10 .01

Canoeing .05 .20 -.02 .04

Boating -.37 -.04 .09 .15

ORV use -.16 -.02 .26 .09

Bicycling .02 -.04 .21 .05

Gathering forest
products

.10 -.16 .05 .04

Attending talks .14 -.09 -.04 .03
& programs

Photography .21 .11 .02 .06

Relaxing .16 -.32 .04 .13

Snow play .09 .03 .21 .05

Water skiing -.23 -.04 .44 .25

% Total variance 7.7 5.1 3.8 16.6

% Common variance 46.5 30.8 22.8
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Table 6.	 Outdoor recreation activity typology - rotated factor matrix.

Activity Factors
a

A -D L-C P-A

Hiking (.72) -.47 .01

Fishing (- • 53) -.40 -.46

Hunting (-.45) -.34 .08

Boating (-.35) -.14 .09

Nature study (.32) .16 -.02

Photography (.24) -.01 .02

Walking .06 (.42) -.10

Relaxing .01 (.36) .06

Driving &
sightseeing

.11 (.33) -.02

Picnicking .02 (.23) -.18

Gathering forest
products

.02 (.18) .07

Canoeing .13 (-.15) -.03

Attending talks &
programs

.08 (.14) -.03

Horseback riding .03 (-.14) .13

Waterskiing -.22 -.09 (.44)

Camping .18 -.03 (-.32)

ORV use -.15 -.07 (.26)

Bicycling -.00 .03 (.22)

Snow play .10 -.00 (.21)

Swimming .02 -.00 (.10)

% Total variance 7.2 5.6 3.8

% Common variance 43.5 33.9 22.9

a. A-D - Active-Deliberative; L-C - Leisure-Convenience;

P-A - Performance-Achievement.
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with Table 5). Considering the fact that the initial factor "grabs" as

much variance as possible and each successive factor draws from a "re-

sidual," the advantage of rotation becomes apparent. In this matrix

the variables have been ordered on each relevant factor to better ex-

plicate the rotated structure. The important loadings for each activ-

ity are in parentheses. The importance of a loading is based on the

largest absolute value it has among the three factors. For example,

the first factor has a high positive loading for hiking. This, in a

sense, keys the factor, or specifies its function. The other important

loadings, both positive and negative, act as definers, adding substance

to the revealed structure. Fishing and hunting are negatively loaded.

They may be thought of as "not fishing" or "not hunting." The choice

of prefix is important. "Anti-fishing" or "non-hunting" ascribes more

to the data than is justified. The analysis is based on unrestrained

preference and does not attempt to draw absolute lines. Boating is

also negative as might be expected since it is correlated with fishing

in the correlation matrix (Table 4). Nature study and photography load

positively on factor one in support of hiking. Predicated on these re-

sults, factor one has been named Active-Deliberative.

The second factor is keyed by the activity walking. Relaxing,

driving and sightseeing, and picnicking produce strong, positive load-

ings for this factor. "Not canoeing" and "not horseback riding" add

definition to the factor. Gathering forest products, and attending

talks and programs, although lightly, are highest for this factor.

Intuitively, they seem to logically support the underlying structure of
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the factor. The second factor, therefore, has been named Leisure-

Convenience.

Waterskiing has the highest, positive loading on factor three.

Supportive activities which have their most important loadings on the

factor are off-road vehicle use, bicycling, snowplay, and swimming.

Swimming has a very low loading, but logically seems to fit. Camping

is negatively loaded on this factor. This factor has been named

Performance-Achievement.

It is important to note the tenuous nature of any implications

that are drawn from low factor loadings such as those produced by swim-

ming and horseback riding. Caution should be taken in making conclu-

sions about the absolute structure of the factor. Such low loadings

may indicate artifactual conditions; the activity may belong in a fac-

tor not revealed by this analysis. That is, a larger number of vari-

ables may have resulted in a factor structure in which swimming was

more clearly defined. With this caveat in mind, activities with very

low loadings are included here when they seem to amplify the underlying

structure of a factor.

One should take note, also, of the positive loading of a vari-

able that loads importantly but negatively on a factor. Camping, which

loads negatively on the Performance-Achievement factor is positively

loaded on the Active-Deliberative factor. Canoeing has a positive value

on the first factor nearly as large, in absolute terms, as its negative

loading on the Leisure-Convenience factor. Horseback riding is similar

with a moderately positive loading on the Performance-Achievement
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factor. Viewed in this manner, camping and canoeing add depth to the

Active-Deliberative factor type. Horseback riding does the same for

the activity pattern in the third factor.

Multiple Regression Analysis 

Typically, linear multiple regression is expressed in equation

form as (Ezekiel and Fox 1959, p. 152):

X = a +bX +bX +	 bX1	 2 2	 3 3	 • • ' mm (1 )

where:

X
1 
= dependent variable

a . the intercept or constant

b	 . the regression coefficient

X
2 
. the value of the first independent variable

X
m 
= the value of the last independent variable

Regression Variables 

The social, economic, and demographic characteristics of Rim

area recreators that are to act as independent variables in this study

are described in Tables 7 and 8. Those characteristics represented by

continuous variables are listed in Table 7 along with the range of

their values, the mean, and the standard deviation of each. The char-

acteristics that are represented by nominal variables are presented in

Table 8. Each class of the variable and the percent of the sample rep-

resented by that class are noted.
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Table 7.	 Structure of continuous social characteristics

Variable Range Mean Std.	dey.

Income
(dollars)

<1,500->35,000 13,025.23 6,687.22

Education
(years)

3-21 12.9 3.0

Age
(years)

16-81 39.2 13.6

Family size
(number)

1-11 2.9 2.1

Family members
under 16 years

1-9 1.1 1.5

Vacation
(weeks per year)

1-13 1.8 1.7

Experience
(years)

0-26 16.5 14.9

Equipment investment
(dollars)

<100->10,000 3,086.21 3,850.11

Length of stay
(days)

1-90 2.4 2.8

N=473
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Table 8. Structure of nominal social characteristics.

Variable	 Class	 % of total

Occupation Professional

Managers and administrators

Sales

Clerical

Craftsman

Operators

Laborers

Farm managers

Farm laborers

Service workers

Students

Unemployed

Retired

20.7

14.9

8.5

6.1

18.8

7.6

4.0

0.3

0.7

3.3

5.9

0.6

8.6
100.0

Residence
	 City
	

86.6

Suburb
	

8.4

Rural nonfarm
	

4.6

Rural farm
	

0.4
100.0

Group type
	 Family
	

48.1

Unrelated
	

16.7

Other
	

35.2
100.0

N 473
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The dependent variable in this analysis will be a factor score

for each factor obtained from the factor analysis. This results in a

regression equation for each factor. A fundamental assumption in fac-

tor analysis is that a person's standard score on a data variable

(activity) is a linear combination of common factor scores, specific

factor scores, and error factor scores (Comrey 1973). Due to the type

of analysis our interest is with common factor scores. Therefore, a

factor score represents the relative preference a recreator holds for a

given factor, based on his ranking of the activities in that factor.

Factor scores for each respondent were estimated using factor score co-

efficients derived from the factor analysis program (Nie et al. 1970,

Ch. 17). The following equation related these coefficients to each

standardized activity variable in the analysis:

n	 N

Scale
Fj	

E	 E (S. (X.. - 7.01).)
3.

1.1 j=1	
1	 1j

(2)

where:

Scale = The scores on a factor (F) for everyFj

respondent (j )

N = The number of respondents

n = The number of activity variables

S
i 
. The score regression coefficients for each

activity variable (i)

X.. = The rank for each activity variable (i) and
13

respondent (j)
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T	 = The mean rank for each activity variable (i)1

SD. . The standard deviation of each activity rank1

variable (i)

Scale 1 is derived from equation (2) and for each respondent on

the Active-Deliberative factor. Scale 2 is a similar representation of

the Leisure-Convenience factor, and Scale 3 of the Performance-Achieve-

ment factor.

The independent variables are drawn from the list of social

characteristics described in Tables 7 and 8. Continuous variables were

entered directly with their actual values. Nominal variables are en-

tered as zero-one variables. The use of zero-one variables requires a

restriction to prevent perfect intercorrelation among them (Tomek 1963).

The restriction is made by dropping one class from each variable (in

effect, entering it as zero). For occupation, unemployed was dropped.

For place of residence, rural nonfarm was dropped and for group type,

other group was dropped. To determine the variables significant to

each regression equation, stepwise regression (Nie et al. 1970, Ch. 15)

was used on each dependent variable. Only those independent variables

,that contribute importantly to the predictive value kR
2
 ) of each equa-

tion are entered in stepwise regression. Statistically, however, this

method is questionable in the sense that intercorrelation among vari-

ables is not completely accounted for. Therefore, multiple regression

was performed on each final set of independent variables to assure the

statistical significance of R
2

.
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For Scale I stepwise regression was performed until all vari-

ables were entered except those with coefficients having an F statistic

less than one. It was assumed that any such remaining variables would

add little to the R
2 
value and thus they were dropped from the equation.

Multiple regression was then performed on the retained variables.

Transformations of the age and education variables were made. It was

hypothesized that preference for Scale 1 would diminish as the age of

visitors increased beyond some point and such preference would increase

as education increased. Confirming this, the square root of age and

the squared value of education were significant when entered and im-

proved the value of R
2

The same stepwise regression procedure used for Scale 1 was

done for Scale 2 and 3. Multiple regression on Scale 2, however, re-

sulted in a drop in R
2 

from 0.31 to 0.24. The zero, first, and second

order partial correlations for each variable not remaining in the equa-

tion were inspected for significant intercorrelations (at the 0.05

level), or for high correlation with the dependent variable. Age was

significantly correlated with Scale 2 and education was negatively cor-

related with it. Hypothesizing that negative correlation between edu-

cation and Scale 2 implied a similar correlation with occupations that

required some education, the manager and administrator and the clerical

occupations were entered. Professional occupation would be a logical

choice but is highly uncorrelated with Scale 2. Finally, group type

was assumed to be important. Family group was used with success.
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The multiple regression on Scale 3 produced variables with co-

efficients with high F values, especially age (21.3). This suggests

that age, for example, was accounting for too much variance and obscur-

ing other variables. Due to a high correlation between age and educa-

tion, education was entered and this improved R
2 Family size was

added due to its negative correlation with Scale 3. Its regression co-

efficient had a low F value. To check the influence of the group type

variable, the unrelated group, which has a high negative correlation

with family size and a positive correlation with the dependent variable,

was added. The significance of the Scale 3 regression was improved.

Finally, the square root of age was significant when entered.

Regression Equations 

Substituting in equation (1) the following regression equation

was obtained for the Active-Deliberative factor:

Scale 1 = -4.38925 -.03703X 2 - .14140X3
	(.07642)	 (.11498)

-.37831X4 
-84597X5 - .15967X6

	(.21346) (.68029)	 (.12201)

-.58712X 7 
-66848X

8
(.19959) (.46596)

- .0003X 9
(.0001)

(3)

-.21745X 10+.56665X11 
- .07238X 12

	(.15285) (.17485)
	

(.03216)

-.00002X13 +.1 6935X14 
- .12338X15

	(.00001) (.08550)
	

(.11182)
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-.11157X16
	 '
+ 00409X

17
 + 1

'
 45851X

18
(.04036)	 (.00295)	 (.51087)

R
2 

. 0,20

Values in parentheses are the standard errors for each regression co-

efficient, where

X
2 

= education

X
3 

= mgr. and admin. occupation

X
4	

service work occupation

X
5 

= farm manager occupation

X
6	

unrelated group type

• 
X
7 

. laborer occupation

X
8 

= farm laborer occupation

X
9 

= equipment investment

X
10 

. operator occupation

X11 -= 
student occupation

X
12 

= family members under 16

X13 = income

X
14 

. family group type

X
15 

= craftsman occupation

X16 . age

X
17 

= education squared

X
18	

square root of age
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This empirical model can be used to reveal the characteristics

of a Rim area recreator likely to prefer the aggregate of activities

defined by the Active-Deliberative factor. The regression coefficients

or b values may be interpreted as follows. The hypotheses regarding age

and education were confirmed. That is, as age increases, preference

for this factor increases up to about 45 years of age. Thereafter pref-

erence decreases with increasing age. Preference for this factor is

negative for education until about the fifth year of school when it be-

comes positive and gradually increases thereafter. This can be seen by

taking the partial derivatives of Scale 1 with respect to age and to

education. This expresses the marginal effect of each variable on the

preference factor, holding other variables constant. The occupation

variables show a pronounced negative effect with the exception of stu-

dents. Professional occupation has a high positive correlation with

Scale 1 but was dropped from the equation because other variables were

superior in the multiple regression. This, coupled with the positive

effect of students, suggests that highly educated professionals tend to

prefer this factor. Equipment investment and income show negative ef-

fects revealing a relatively low priority for hardware in order to par-

ticipate in this activity set. Finally the group type that most com-

monly would prefer this activity type is a family group but with few,

if any, young children. The family group variable is positive and the

unrelated individuals group type is negative but family members less

than 16 years of age add a negative effect to the dependent variable.
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Using equation (1) again the regression equation for the

Leisure-Convenience factor is:

Scale 2 =	 .30873	 + .75939X
2 - .15373X3

(.62083)	 (.11394)

-.04054X4
	 '
-	 06550X

5 - .22869X 6

(.01478)	 (.02081)	 (.16919)

(4 )

+.56594X7
	 '
+	 00695X

8 + .04453X9
(.48646)	 (.00287)	 (.02431)

-.00001X10 ++	 08595X11
	 '
+ 01333X

12
(.00001)	 (.08763)	 (.00342)

R
2 

. 0.10

Values in parentheses are the standard errors for each regression co-

efficient, where

X
2	

. rural farm residence

X
3
	. mgr. and admin. occupation

X
4 = education

X
5	 = family size

X
6	 = clerical occupation

X7 = farm labor occupation

X
8 . camping 

experience

X9 . weeks of paid vacation

X
10 

. income

X
11 = 

family group type

X
12 

. age
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Transformation of age and education variables in equation ( +)

were not significant and were dropped. The age and education variables

as used, therefore, indicate increasing preference for the Leisure-

Convenience factor with increasing age, but a slight negative effect of

education on this factor. Of the occupation classes, farm labor showed

a high positive effect on the dependent variable. As may be seen in

Table 8 farm laborers represent a very small percentage of the study

sample. The importance of this variable in conjunction with the others

is to indicate that visitors preferring this preference factor are gen-

erally low in education, blue collar workers, older, and may live in

rural areas. Although they are mainly a family group type, their family

size is small, reinforcing the older age contention (postchild rearing

age). Income is not an important characteristic nor is camping experi-

ence; this factor, by its nature, would likely demand the least prepara-

tion and outlay for its appreciation. The importance of the vacation

variable may indicate that use of facilities germane to this preference

factor is mainly by vacationers.

The regression equation for the Performance-Achievement factor

is :

Scale 3	 =	 4.44228 +	 .01559X2

(.01159)

+	 .22128X3
(.09457)

- .01579X4
'

+	 30904X5
•

-	 25600X6 (5)
(.02302) (.18410) (.13932)

+ .23535X 7 +	 .08506X8 -	 .10854X
9

(.12825) (.03354) (.12092)
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- 1.29029X
10

(.42283)

R2 . 0.14

Values in parentheses are the standard errors for each regression co-

efficient, where

X
2	 education

X
3	 mgr. and admin. occupation

X4 . family size

X
5 = service work occupation

X6	 clerical occupation

X 7	 operator occupation

X
8	 age

X9 . unrelated group type

X10 = 
square root of age

In equation (5) the age transformation was again significant.

The same hypothesis and conclusion with regard to age influence as

stated for equation (3) applies here, with one major difference. Age

has a negative effect on preference for the Performance-Achievement

factor in the younger age group; middle-aged and older recreators will

have a higher preference for this factor. The seeming anomaly in older

people preferring active recreation is somewhat misleading. Recall

from the discussion of the factor analysis and the loadings in Table 6

that "not boating," "not fishing," and "not hunting" in the first
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factor may indicate a potential occurrence in the third factor. Fur-

thermore, this age variable reflects a tendency, not an absolute condi-

tion. The visitors, again, will be mainly small family groups. The

occupation variables, supported by a slightly positive education vari-

able trend from operators and service workers to managers and adminis-

trators. Clerical workers would have a negative effect on preference

for this factor.

The practical use of these equations requires the determination

of values for potential recreationists for each of the variables in

Tables 7 and 8. These quantities are then entered into each equation

in place of the appropriate X notation. Any values not applicable to

an equation act as zeros. The calculations are performed and the re-

sulting values for the Scales reveal an individualts activity prefer-

ence; i.e., a high value for Scale 1 indicates a preference for

activities represented by the Active-Deliberative factor. Obviously,

aggregate population data could be used with the mean values for each

variable entered in place of the X notation.

The coefficient of multiple determination (R
2 ) for each of the

regression equations is relatively low, indicating that the amount of

variance in factor preference explained by the socio-economic charac-

teristics of Rim area visitors is low. For equations (3), (4), and (5)

the variance explained is approximately 20, 10, and 15%, respectively.

Nevertheless, as shown in Table 9, the R
2 
values are statistically sig-

nificant at the 57o level. Therefore, the null hypothesis, that no
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Table 9. Analysis of variance of the multiple regression equations.

Due to	 DF	 Sum of squares Mean square F

Scale 1

Regression	 17	 72.85219 4.28542 6.60959*

Residual	 455	 295.00593 0.64836

Standard deviation of residual . 0.80521 R
2 
= 0.20

Scale 2

Regression	 11	 38.41372 3.49216 4.77098*

Residual	 461	 337.43273 0.73196

Standard deviation of residual . 0.73196 R
2 
. 0.10

Scale 3

Regression	 9	 39.00400 4.33378 8.64153*

Residual	 463	 232.19711 0.50151

Standard deviation of residual . 0.70817 R
2 

= 0.15

*. Significant at 0.05 level
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correlation exists between characteristics of recreationists and the

activity patterns they prefer, is rejected.

Activity Preference Constraints 

Open-end questioning with probing was used to elicit a broad

spectrum of conditions which Rim area recreationists perceived as con-

straints. Questions 32, 33, and 34 of the questionnaire (Appendix A)

have recording categories for facilities, time, cost, health, and other.

If more than one constraint was mentioned the most important one was

noted.

The Constraints 

The preliminary categories of "facilities" and "other" on the

questionnaire required further stratification. First they were grouped

as management corrective, personal corrective, nature caused, and by

geographic occurrence (i.e., roads, trails, campgrounds, lakes). Each

of these groups was then reviewed for common declarations of con-

straints on activity preference and a final set of constraints was de-

veloped. The result was a greatly increased number of categories but

a more precise delineation between management corrective variables and

those over which management has no direct control. Implied, of course,

is that management has indirect influence over some variables. The

facilities category was eliminated, as such, and the majority of "other"

responses went into "hard" categories. A residue of undefinables was

assigned to a new "other" category.
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The final constraints are briefly defined in the following sec-

tion and then listed numerically in Table 10. An asterisk in the table

indicates those constraints which management can directly influence.

It should be understood that management refers to any responsible pub-

lic land management agency. Under the constraint definition an indica-

tion of overlap with other constraints is given where applicable.

-The constraints are defined as:

1. Crowding: This is a perceptive factor and is necessarily

generalized to include actual and expected conditions. It was a con-

straining influence in campgrounds, fishing sites of all types, and

during hunting season generally.

2. Over-developed campgrounds: Reflects perceived quality and

applies to a range of sites from modern campsites to general forest de-

velopment.

3. Campsite too far from lake or stream: Includes all levels

of development in type of site. Relates to lack of information con-

straint, i.e., sanitation/pollution problems.

4. Lack of talks and programs: Includes a full spectrum of

programs from guided nature walks to movies and youth entertainment

centers. The primary emphasis was on natural history and Visitor In-

formation Service (VIS). Relates to lack of information constraint.

5. Lack of quality fishing or fishing success: Includes de-

sire for more lake fishing, more stream fishing (and less lakes), other

fish species, improved water quality, habitat, and fish size and catch.
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Table 10.	 Activity preference constraints.

Constraint Constraint

*1. Crowding *13. Too many roads

*2. Overdeveloped campgrounds *14. Lack of ORV courses

*3 • Campsite too far from
lake or stream

*15. Lack of trails

*4. Lack of talks & programs 16. Lack of equipment

*5. Lack of quality fishing or
fishing success

17. Other family obligations

6. Lack of hunting success *18. Lack of information

*7. Fish &	 Game draw system 19. Weather

& restrictions on fishing

*8. Boating restrictions 20. Cost

*9. Lack of swimming sites 21. Time

*10. Poor launch facilities 22. Health

*11. Lack of water in streams *23. Auxiliary commercial

*12. Poor road conditions 24. Other

*. Management corrective constraint.
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6. Lack of hunting success: Applies to a perceived lack of

game. Relates to crowding constraint and to Fish and Game Draw System

constraint.

7. Fish and Game Draw System and restrictions on fishing:

Seasons and catch and bait restrictions as well as drawing hunting

units is seen as a preventative to certain outdoor activities.

8. Boating restrictions: Primarily concerned with motor size

and effects on related activities such as waterskiing. Related to lack

of quality fishing constraint, i.e., lack of more and larger lakes.

9. Lack of swimming sites: Especially beach areas on existing

lakes and concomitant safety precautions.

10. Poor launch facilities: Primarily Blue Ridge Reservoir and

Willow Springs. Lack of water and steep slopes contribute.

11. Lack of water in streams: The result of floods two years

previously, as well as lack of precipitation. It curbs activities from

fishing to swimming to aesthetic pleasure. It seems to be as much a

management corrective variable as a natural occurrence.
4

12. Poor road conditions: Primarily unsurfaced Forest Service

roads. Includes heavy traffic as a constraining factor. Relates to

crowding constraint.

13. Too many roads: Primarily unsurfaced Forest Service roads.

14. Lack of ORV courses: Includes availability of area in gen-

eral (not just prescribed courses), and of roads. Relates to lack of

information constraint.

4. The flooding induced erosion which destroyed fish habitat,
swimming 'Tholes" and vegetation. The widened stream channels dis-
tribute the available water in a shallower flow.
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15. Lack of trails: Includes hiking, nature, and bicycle

trails. Relates to lack of talks and programs constraint.

16. Lack of equipment: Personal capital investments required

to permit the desired amount of activity participation.

17. Other family obligations: A broad category to account for

such factors as age of children, pets, church activities, and intra-

family conflict of preferences as these constrain the respondent.

18. Lack of information: Reflects a lack of direct or overt

message regarding outdoor recreation conditions as well as an implied

deficit seen in the form of ignorance.

19. Weather: Includes a spectrum of perceived concerns from

cold lake water to hazardous fire conditions (not necessarily forest

closure due to fire threat).

20. Cost: Applies to personal expenses for the activity, i.e.,

variable costs. Relates to lack of equipment (fixed costs) and time

constraints.

21. Time: Implies a distance, cost, and other family obliga-

tion constraint.

22. Health: Includes health of other family members. Differ-

entiated from any other family obligations.

23. Auxiliary commercial: Involves lack of facilities normally

provided through the private sector. Included are ski facilities, bait

shops, and rental horses.

24. Other: A residual category for singular or undefined re-

sponses.
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The Most Important Constraints 

The most important constraints for each of the first three

ranked activities are summarized in Tables 11, 12, and 13 (the total

constraint list by activity is provided in Appendix D).

Common Constraints. The most striking aspect of all three

tables is the fact that the most important constraint to fulfilling ac-

tivity preferences for area visitors is time. A second notable aspect

of the tables is the similarity in the pattern of constraint selections

for first, second, and third ranked activities. This suggests that, in

general, there is a consistency in perceived constraints among visitors

no matter what their aggregate activity preference structure is. That

is, visitors whose preference for an activity is relatively low per-

ceive the same constraints on that activity as those who rank it high.

Thus, family groups and even individuals with multiple activity prefer-

ence patterns will tend to feel similarly constrained upon visiting the

Mogollon Rim area for outdoor recreation purposes. As reflected by the

number of activities that are affected by a given constraint the most

important constraints are time, cost, other family obligations, lack of

information, lack of equipment, and crowding. Lack of information and

crowding are direct management corrective constraints. A third and less

obvious aspect of these data is the interrelated effects of a constraint

upon various activities. If a visitor determines cost or time to be

the major constraint on his visit to the area, these will certainly act

as constraints on each activity for which the visit might be made.
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Specific Constraints. Those constraints that are specific to

few or even one activity tend to be those over which management has in-

fluence. As different from the general ones above they also reveal the

conditions that prevent recreators from fulfilling their individual

preferred activity schedule. It is not surprising, for example, that

between 90 and 100% of those visitors who prefer to attend talks and

programs found the lack of such programs to be their most important

constraint. Fishermen appear to suffer more constraining influences

than those who prefer other activities. Lack of water, poor launch

facilities and other family obligations are represented. The lack of

fishing success, however, is the greatest impediment. This reflects

discouragement due to perceived conditions with a corresponding reduc-

tion in the amount of activity engaged in. A third important con-

straint on fishing is crowding.

Hunters find the lack of game (real or imagined) and the Arizona

Fish and Game draw system to be the major hindrance to activity fulfill-

ment. Those who rank hunting first find crowding to be an important

constraint. It is worth noting that the majority of respondents felt

that the hunting draw system was a reasonable program but constraining,

nonetheless.

Boating and especially waterskiing are constrained by the boat-

ing restrictions in effect on all lakes in the Rim area. Boaters also

feel an important constraint in lack of equipment. It is possible that

the relatively low response to the cost constraint for boaters indi-

cates that lack of equipment refers to rental equipment or other
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availability for boating. This is not reflected in a response to con-

straint number 23, however. It may refer to the somewhat specialized

nature of boating (small size) permitted in the Rim area.

Driving and sightseeing and picnicking are constrained by poor

road conditions. Lack of equipment (which may alleviate the road prob-

lem) is-also restrictive to driving and sightseeing.

The lack of ORV designated areas appears to restrict the full

satisfaction of ORV users. Also, lack of equipment and lack of infor-

mation are influential. The latter constraint is a reflection of the

many potential ORV users who feel they cannot go anywhere in the Rim

area, legally.

A perceived lack of trails hinders walkers, bicyclists, and

hikers. Those who rank hiking number one, however, feel constrained

mainly by lack of information. This seems to indicate that for avid

hikers true backcountry and overnight backpacking conditions are not

readily available. Such trails as are obviously available are not sat-

isfactory for the backpacker. Visitors who enjoy nature study also

feel a lack of developed nature trails and a corresponding lack of in-

formation.

Horseback riders would like more commercial facilities avail-

able in order to fulfill their preferences. People who would like to

canoe more may also be restricted by this constraint. Respondents in-

dicated that lack of equipment was a major drawback which for Arizona

residents is understandable in this case. Nonetheless, the availability
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of commercial rental facilities may reduce unfulfilled preference for

these activities.

For people who prefer camping over all other activities several

constraints act upon them. Naturally, as camping is often performed in

conjunction with other activities, many constraints will indirectly im-

pinge upon the experience. Most important, however, are crowding and

other family obligations.

As might be expected constraints such as overdeveloped camp-

grounds, too many roads, health, and "other" are specific to a few in-

dividuals and are less important than those discussed previously. They

do, however, indicate the range of restrictions that recreators feel

prevent them from full participation in the activities of their choice.

One final aspect of the data in all three tables is the increase

in the number of activities constrained by cost and time as one moves

from first choice to third choice activities. Not unexpectedly, time

and money are less available for third choice activities, other things

being equal.



CH' .ER 4

SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that the four principal ob-

jectives have been met. An activity preference typology was derived

based on empirical data and the relationship between this and select

socio-economic variables was found to be statistically significant. In

support of this, Mogollon Rim recreatorsi preference patterns were de-

scribed as were the constraints which hinder fulfillment of these pref-

erences. Thus, a technique of quantitatively measuring visitor

preferences has been developed. The application of this technique by

land managers as well as its usefulness in future research will be dis-

cussed after a brief summary of the results.

Summary 

Visitors' activity preference rankings, expressed in the typol-

ogy, show that three distinct activity aggregations or factors underly

the outdoor recreation spectrum in the Rim area. These aggregations

have been identified descriptively as an Active-Deliberative factor,

a Leisure-Convenience factor, and a Performance-Achievement factor.

The description of visitors activity preference patterns help expli-

cate these factors. Camping, positively loaded on the Active-

Deliberative factor, is the most preferred activity. Fishing and

hunting, expressive of the Performance-Achievement factor, are the most

73
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second choice. Picnicking, representing the Leisure-Convenience fac-

tor, is also an important second choice, although less than hunting or

fishing. Relaxing loads highly on the second factor but it is ranked

low by most Rim area visitors. This reflects its conjunct nature with

respect to other activities but, also, it is exemplary of the relatively

low rankings of activities that load on the Leisure-Convenience factor.

Those activities ranked by less than 207. of the sample can be

generally characterized as requiring physical or mental skills, or an

investment in expensive equipment, beyond that of other activities.

These activities occur in all three factors. Nevertheless, the low

preference rating, as shown by the factor loadings, should not be con-

strued as a lack of importance. More to the point, the relative in-

tensity of dissatisfaction among certain visitors with respect to

unfulfilled preference may be the most significant aspect. In this

sense horsemen and fishermen are the least satisfied with activity op-

portunities in the Rim area (refer to Table 3). Canoeists and nature

lovers have a similar reaction. In terms of the activity typology the

second factor shows the least dissatisfaction. This may indicate a

relative adequacy of facilities for this activity aggregate or it may

be due mainly to the general passivity inherent in the participants

scoring high on this factor. In any case, these results provide rough

guidelines for increasing visitor satisfaction.

Multiple regression analysis of recreators 1 socio-economic and

demographic characteristics against the activity preference factors de-

rived from factor analysis has amplified the typology. Common to all
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of the factors is the prevalence of a family group in which the pre-

ferred activities do or would take place.

For the Active-Deliberative factor regression analysis suggests

the individual most likely to prefer it is a well-educated professional

with a small family. He may have any income level and will be young to

middle-aged.

The Leisure-Convenience factor is likely to be preferred by a

"working man" type but truly anyone might belong to this group who does

not care for the other activity aggregates. The group is mainly seden-

tary and older. It may reflect a demographic transition in Arizona's

society; that is, the members, now retiring, were mainly rural farm

types. Future visitors who would prefer this factor could possess a

different background with a concomitant shift in the overall factor

structure.

A further reflection of demographic and social transition is

seen in the nature of occupations among visitors who prefer the

Performance-Achievement factor. Although operators and service workers

are strongly represented, managers and administrators make a signifi-

cant contribution to the regression. This could imply an age shift

to younger visitors with "play" activities such as swimming and water-

skiing taking precedence over "sport" activities such as hunting and

fishing. This type of shift, however, is governed by the constraints

on opportunities, especially in the Rim area, for fulfillment of one's

activity preferences.
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The results of the description of constraints on Rim area

recreators , activity preferences show time to be the primary limiting

condition. This, along with cost, other family obligations, and lack

of equipment are constraints land managers can do little about.

Further study could help explicate the relationship between time and

cost constraints, and the location and fee structure of recreation

sites. Visitor satisfaction can be improved, however, by management

influence on two important constraints. Mogollon Rim area recreators

need more information. There is not only a direct lack of pertinent

information with regard to what is available and where, but a large

element of ignorance regarding outdoor recreation on public lands. A

full visitor information service is called for including talks and pro-

grams with emphasis on natural resources and outdoor life, improved

trail and road signs, and publications explaining what should and

should not be done in the area.

The second important constraint with management implications is

crowding. This can become a "worm can" when considered along with other

constraints. Improvement of roads and signs, while helping to disperse

and segregate people, could engender an absolute increase in visitor

numbers, and more crowding. For example, encouragement of ORV use can

result in "more people more places quicker." "Worm can" or not, manag-

ers must face the problem. Careful segregation of users on the basis

of the activity typology should prove helpful. That is, a diversity of

opportunities should be provided based on the different activity pref-

ence aggregates. The distinction between aggregates should be maintained
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in the opportunities provided so as to reduce conflicts and, thereby,

alleviate some constraints.

Finally, provision of equipment rental facilities, by commer-

cial lease, could enhance visitor satisfaction, particularly in the

area of specialty equipment such as small boats or canoes.

Uses of the Technique 

Recreation researchers can use the preference typology to re-

fine demand studies. If direct input of the Scale values improves the

predictability of consumption equations (in terms of changes of con-

sumption), the results will be based on known visitor preferences. At

the least, a known relationship between recreators' activity prefer-

ences and the social and economic measures used as surrogates for pref-

erence would be useful. Furthermore, this typology could be used in

use rate analyses to reveal significant differences between visitors'

stated preferences and their actions.

An activity preference typology can be used in research which

seeks to maximize visitor satisfaction while reducing management costs

and minimizing conflicts. The use of factor analysis is not uncommon

in recreation research, but the emphasis has been on the analysis of

actual use rather than preferences. This difference becomes more im-

portant in the light of research based on use typologies which suggests

that activities in a given factor are substitutes for one another.

Yoesting (1973) quite properly concludes that his activity use aggre-

gates are helpful to natural resource managers as guides in the provi-

sion of activity opportunities, particularly where limitations in funds
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or physical factors exist. He further suggests, however, that managers

may be able to provide visitor satisfaction by providing selected ac-

tivities from each of the typology factors he has identified. He as-

sumes substitutability among activities while satisfaction remains

constant. This extension of factor analytic results is unfounded. The

preference typology developed in this study, when coupled with the de-

scriptive data on activity preference patterns, provides a more substan-

tial base for determining activity substitutes. Even so, refinement of

this technique, using replicative studies, among other things, is nec-

essary before assurance can be given that substitutes have been identi-

fied.

With this limitation in mind, the uses of a preference typology

by land managers can be discussed. The activity aggregates provide a

partial basis for estimating changes in use of an area as a result of

changes in facilities that are associated with an activity type. That

is, the relative number of visitors who prefer an activity factor, based

on their socio-economic characteristics, can be expected to change pro-

portionately with changes in associated facilities. Conversely, if a

land manager detects changes in the socio-economic structure of his

visitor public, he can roughly predict changes needed in his activity

opportunities. The impact of long range trends such as increasing per

capita income and education, or shifts in life style and family size,

can be partially anticipated.

In the Mogollon Rim area the variety of physical features lends

itself to a multiple activity approach. All three activity types can
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be provided for with segregation of non-commensurate activities to min-

imize conflict. Total satisfaction fulfillment is probably an unrea-

sonable goal; waterskiing, for example, is important to those who

prefer the Performance-Achievement factor, but facilities for this ac-

tivity in the Rim area would create undue conflict with other important

uses. The activity typology provides a rough selection criterion ne-

cessitated by the fact that managers cannot provide every activity op-

portunity at every site.

Application of the activity preference typology by natural re-

source managers requires their assessment of select socio-economic

values. Their user publics must be questioned and data on the varia-

bles noted in Tables 7 and 8 obtained, either on a per capita or aggre-

gate basis. The precise means of eliciting this information is beyond

the scope of this study but an "on the ground" method that is neither

too costly nor time consuming seems feasible. This information is then

input to Scale equations (3), (4), and (5) of Chapter 3. If the mean

values of aggregate data are used, the resulting Scale values will ex-

press the relative preference of the user population. If the data are

determined on a per capita basis, a relative proportion of the user

population can be assigned to each activity preference type. In either

case, a high Scale score indicates a high factor preference in the

typology.

The situations suggested above are hypothetical. It should be

understood that the activity typology developed in this study is not

ready for actual, on-the-ground application. Referring to Figure 1,
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point "a" indicates the activity typology and point "b" the information

that must be obtained by the land manager. The precise means of com-

pleting point "b" as well as careful interpretation of point "c" (the

Scale scores) is necessary before point "e" becomes operational. On-

site tests of the model as well as methodology development of point "b"

would be useful.

Improvements 

The factor loadings for many of the activities were low. One

reason for this is the relatively low correlation coefficients in the

correlation matrix. Their values, in turn, could be improved by better

data collection methods and questioning techniques. Comrey (1973, p.

199) and Rummel (1970, p. 217) suggest that when many cases (respond-

ents) can have the same score on a variable, as in this study, the

range of a correlation coefficient may be restricted. Limiting re-

spondents' selection of activities to a total of six resulted in a

value of zero for most of the variables. This has a similar effect on

the range of the coefficients. If data collection cannot be improved,

one may wish to bear the cost of a nonparametric correlation analysis,

which may overcome range restrictions.

Another improvement in factor loadings could probably be ob-

tained with an oblique factor rotation technique. As indicated in

Chapter 2, the cost of this technique prohibited its use at this stage

of development.
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Future Research 

In this study the R
2 
values for the Scale equations were sta-

tistically significant but low. An improvement in the predictability

of activity preference based on socio-economic characteristics would

provide greater confidence in their usefulness as preference surro-

gates in demand and consumption studies. Research is needed that will

investigate the relationship of other easily measured visitor charac-

teristics and their preferences. Variables such as the social group

with whom one recreates and one's childhood experiences may be impor-

tant.

Replication studies would be particularly useful in validating

the results of this study. Recreators in other areas as well as off-

site, general publics should be researched and preference typologies

ascertained.

As a preliminary step, in terms of theory building, this anal-

ysis is valuable, nonetheless. Once a major factor has been isolated

an importance focus is established for additional research that could

supply other relevant variables for the factor (Comrey 1973, p. 225).

Furthermore, additional research that includes a broader spectrum of

activities would likely increase the number of factors while strength-

ening each as a result of better specification of activity types.

Not only natural resource managers but researchers conducting

recreation demand analysis will enjoy the results of such research.

The formation of an activity preference typology that can be related



to outdoor recreationists/ characteristics provides an important tool

for land managers in their attempts to meet the demands of user

publics.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE

MOGOLLON RIM STUDY AREA 
RECREATION SURVEY

Date:

Site:

Time: 

Interviewer       

No. of people at site  

License Plate No. 

Interview #

HELLO. I'm from The University of Arizona. In cooperation with the

Forest Service, we are conducting a survey of recreation visitors to

the Payson-Mogollon Rim area. The purpose of the survey is to find

out how recreation facilities and access influence the recreational

use of the area by various kinds of people. You can help by answering

some questions for us.
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MOGOLLON RIM AREA 
RECREATION SURVEY 

Department of Watershed Management
The University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

CONFIDENTIAL

1. Have you been interviewed during previous visits to this area

this summer?
	

Yes	 No

84

IF YES, ASK ONLY THE QUESTIONS MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK.

IF NO, ASK ALL QUESTIONS AS PER CONSEQUENT INSTRUCTIONS.

* 2. Including yourself, how many persons are in your party at this

site?

ASK QUESTIONS 3 & 4 ONLY AT DAY USE SITES

* 3. Where did your party stay last night?

Campground 	 Name

Throwdown area 	 Where?

Motel, resort 	 Where?

With friends or relatives living in the area

Vacation home

Home

* 4. Where does your party plan to stay tonight?

Campground 	 Name

Throwdown area 	 Where?

Motel or resort	 Where?

With friends or relatives living in the area
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Vacation home

Home

* 5. a. For how many days has your party been in the Payson-Mogollon

Rim Area?	 days.

b. For how many more days do you expect to stay? 	  days.

ASK EVERYONE

* 6. Is your party at this site mainly a family group, or is it a

group of unrelated individuals such as friends or neighbors?

	  Family

	  Unrelated individuals

Other EXPLAIN

IF FAMILY, ASK QUESTION 7 & 8

IF NOT FAMILY, ASK QUESTION 9

* 7. What are the ages of each member of the family who is with you at

this site?

Husband	 Age  	 Children	 Age 	

Wife	 Age 	

Children	 Age 	

* 8. What are the ages of any family members who are not with you at

this site?

Husband	 Age	 Children	 Age 	

Wife	 Age
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* 9. How many men, women, and children are in your group and what are

their approximate ages?

Number 	21;122.

Men

Women

Children

ASK EVERY PARTY

10. Where do you live? 	 Town	 State

11. HAND RESPONDENT CARD A.

Which one of the statements on this card best describes where you

presently live?

	  Inside city limits

	  Suburb of city

	 Rural - not on a farm

Rural - on a farm

Other (DESCRIBE)

12. Is the Payson-Mogollon Rim Area the main destination of this trip

or a stop on a longer trip?

	 Main

Stop on longer trip

IF MAIN DESTINATION, GO TO QUESTION 15

IF NOT MAIN DESTINATION, ASK QUESTIONS 13 & 14

* 13. What is the main destination of this trip?

place.



* 14. About how many miles, if any, did you come out of your way to

get to this area? 	 miles.

How long did this take you?	 hours.
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15. OVERNIGHT SITES ONLY

TYPE OF VEHICLE/SHELTER

Tent

Tent trailer

Camp trailer

Pickup Camper

Travel home  

Van

Other	 (Describe)

ASK EVERY PARTY

16. Do you own a boat or canoe?

Yes	 No

IF YES, ASK QUESTIONS 17 & 18

IF NO, ASK QUESTION 19

17. What kind of boat is it?

	  Cartop or inflatable 	  Trailered, 12'

	  Canoe   Trailered, 13 1 -16'

	  Sailboat   Trailered, over 16 1

18. If you have a motor, what type is it?

	 No motor

Electric

	  Gasoline, 8 h.p. or less

Gasoline, over 8 hp.
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19. If you or anyone in your party or family owns a fishing rod and

reel, what kind is it?

	  No rod & reel

	 Casting or spin casting

	Fly

20. Does anyone in your family own a backpack?	 Yes	 No

21. If you own an off-road vehicle, what type is it?

	  No vehicle

	 4-Wheel drive

	  Sand buggy

	  Cycle

22. About what would it cost to replace your outdoor recreation equip-

ment? All of it, not just the items I've mentioned.

23. ASK ONLY OF CAMPERS - For how many years has the head of the

household camped? 	 years.

ASK EVERY PARTY

24. For how many years have you been visiting the Payson-Mogollon Rim

area? 	 years.

25. How many recreation trips do you usually make to the Payson-.

Mogollon Rim Area during a year? 	 number of trips.

26. Would you like to come to the area more often than you do?

	 Yes 	 No

IF YES, ASK QUESTION 27

IF NO, ASK QUESTION 28
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27.	 What is it that keeps you from coming to the area more

often?

Facilities

Road, access

Time

Cost

Health

Other (Describe below)

b. IF MORE THAN ONE, ASK

Which one of these is the most important? 	

28. HAND RESPONDENT CARD B

Here is a list of Arizona recreation areas. Please rank them in

order of your preference for recreation trips.

AREAS	 RANK

Payson-Mogollon Rim Area

Prescott National Forest

Oak Creek Canyon

San Francisco Peaks,

White Mountains

29. Why do you prefer the (FIRST RANKED AREA) area to the others?
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30. Here is a list of outdoor recreation activities. HAND RESPONDENT

CARD C. Please complete the following statement: "When I go to

National Forest recreation areas, the activities I like best are

. ." by ranking, in order, the six most preferred activities on

the list.

Activity 

(a) camping

(b) picnicking

(c) fishing

(d) hunting

Rank More 	Activity 

(n) off-road
vehicle use

(0) bicycling

(p) gathering
forest products

(q) attending talks
and programs

Rank More

(e) driving &
sightseeing
	

(r) photography

(f) nature study
	

(s) relaxing

(g) horseback	 ice-skaing
riding

(h) hiking
	 (u) snow play

(i) walking
	 (y) snow skiing

(j) swimming
	 ( ,7) water skiing

(k) canoeing
	 (x) other

(1) boating

(n) sailing

31. Which of these six 
activities would you like to do more of, than

you do, in the Payson-Mogollon Rim Area?
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32. We are interested in finding out what keeps people from doing more

of these activities in the Payson-Mogollon Rim Area. For each of

the three highest ranked activities you would like to do more of,

could you please tell me what it is that keeps you from doing

more?

OPEN END QUESTION

CATEGORIES ARE ONLY FOR RECORDING RESPONSES

First activity 	

Facilities (IF FACILITIES,
ACCESS AND/OR ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS ARE MENTIONED,
PROBE FOR DEFINITION.)

	  Time

	 Cost

	 Health

Other (DESCRIBE)

IF MORE THAN ONE ITEM MENTIONED, ASK

32. b. Which of these is the most important in keeping you from doing

more?



33. Second activity

Facilities
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	  Time

	 Cost

	 Health

	 Other (DESCRIBE)

IF MORE THAN ONE ITEM MENTIONED, ASK

33. b. Which of these is the most important in keeping you from doing

more?
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Facilities
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	 Time

	 Cost

	  Health

Other (DESCRIBE)

IF MORE THAN ONE ITEM MENTIONED, ASK

34. b. Which of these is the most important in keeping you from doing

more?
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* 35. We are interested in how much time people spend in various recre-

ation activities when they visit the Payson-Mogollon Rim Area.

For the list of activities on this card (HAND RESPONDENT CARD D),

could you please tell me how much time was spent in an activity,

how many party members engaged in it, and where the activity

took place, for yesterday.

IF FAMILY/GROUP WAS NOT HERE YESTERDAY, REFER QUESTION TO TODAY

Activity 	Time	 Number of People	 Location 

Camping

Picnicking

Fishing

Driving & sightseeing

Nature study

Horseback riding

Hiking

Walking

Swimming

Canoeing

Sailing

Boating

Off-road vehicle

Bicycling

Gathering forest products

Attending visitor programs



Photography

Relaxing

Other        
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36. Is this your first visit to the Payson-Mogollon Rim Area?

	 Yes

No

IF NO, ASK 37

37. a. Have you ever visited other recreation sites in the Payson-

Mogollon Rim Area?

Yes

No

b. IF YES, ASK

Which ones?

38. How did you first find out about the recreation sites in the

Payson-Mogollon Rim Area?

	  Friends or relatives 	Campground directory

Newspaper article   Highway map

	Magazine article   Other (describe)

	Forest Service map or
brochure

* 39. Why did you decide to come here (Payson-Mogollon Rim Area) on this
trip instead of somewhere else?
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40. Have you ever driven the Rim Road? 	 Yes	 No

IF YES, ASK QUESTIONS 41, 42, 43, 44.

IF NO, AS 45

41. Did you drive it on this trip?	 Yes 	 No

42. Do you think it should be

paved, without widening 	

paved, with widening

widened and gravelled 	

left as it is

don't know

43. Do you think logging trucks should use the Rim Road if it is

YES NO UNDECIDED    

left as is

widened & gravelled

paved, with widening

IF "NO" ANSWER IS GIVEN FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES IN QUESTION 43, ASK

44. Do you think the Rim Road should be closed to logging trucks even

if it meant building another road in this area?

Yes 	No	 Undecided

45. What kind of work does the head of the household do?

IF RETIRED, ASK

What did he/she do before retirement?

46. Would you please tell me the last grade completed in school by the

head of the household? 	

47. How many weeks of paid vacation do you receive?
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48. HAND RESPONDENT CARD E

Would you please look at this card and tell me which one of these

groups best fits your total family income for last year? Just

give your answer by letter, please.

(a) Under $3,000 (g) $18,000-20,999

(b) $3,000-5,999 ( 1) $21,000-23,999

(c) $6,000-8,999 (i) $24,000-26,999

(d) $9,000-11,999 (j ) $27,000-29,999

(e) 12,000-14,999 (k) Over $30,000

(f) 15,000-17,999

49. ASK ONLY AFTER PARTIAL FIRE CLOSURE IS LIFTED

Earlier this summer the Forest was partially closed because of the

high fire danger. Did this closure keep you from coming here?

	  Yes

	 No

50. IF PARTY WAS INTERVIEWED PREVIOUSLY, ASK

* Where were you interviewed before?

THANK YOU

Interviewer comments:



APPENDIX B

INTERVIEWS BY SITE

No. of Interviews
Site No. Site Name Site Type WKND. WKDY. TOT.

01 Sycamore Campground 6 4 10

02 Ponderosa Campground 18 8 26

03 Pine Campground 6 2 8

04 Tonto Campground 36 19 55

05 Horton Creek Campground 6 2 8

06 Christopher Creek Campground 29 14 43

07 Spillway Campground 24 12 36

08 Aspen Campground 22 11 33

09 Canyon Point Campground 23 12 35

10 Kehl Spring Campground 1 0 1

11 Clints Well Campground 3 0 3

12 Canyon Creek Campground 4 2 6

13 Black Canyon Campground 5 2 7

14 Rock Crossing Campground 6 4 10

15 Blue Ridge Campground 4 0 4

16 Knoll Lake Campground 5 3 8

17 Chevelon Campground 6 5 11

18 Chevelon Crossing Campground 4 3 7

19 Sycamore Throwdown 6 2 8

20 East Verde Throwdown 6 2 8

98
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No. of Interviews
Site No. Site Name Site Type WKND. WKDY. 	TOT.

21 Zane Grey Throwdown 6 3	 9

22 Bear Flat Throwdown 5 2	 7

23 Sharp Creek Throwdown 5 2	 7

24 Mountain Meadow Throwdown 4 1	 5

25 Baker Lake Throwdown 1 1	 2

26 Fulton Point Throwdown 3 1	 4

27 Willow Spring Throwdown 22 11	 33

28 Lee Johnson Spring Throwdown 2 1	 3

29 Potato Lake Throwdown 4 1	 5

30 Haigler Creek Throwdown 8 3	 11

31 General Spring Throwdown 1 0	 1

32 Valentine Throwdown 5 3	 8

33 Deer Lake Throwdown 2 1	 3

34 Redman Throwdown 1 0	 1

35 Clay Spring Throwdown 0 0	 0

36 Bear Lake Throwdown 7 4	 11

37 Bottle Spring Throwdown 1 0	 1

38 Gentry Throwdown 5 0	 5

39 Dudley Throwdown 2 0	 2

40 Cherry Throwdown 0 0	 0

41 Clear Creek Throwdown 6 0	 6

42 Buck Spring Throwdown 2 0	 2

43 Leonard Canyon Throwdown 0 0	 0
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No. of Interviews
Site No. Site Name Site Type 	WKND. WKDY. TOT.

44 Canyon Creek Fishing Access	 8 4 12

45 Palomino Lake Fishing Access	 0 0 0

46 McCarty Draw Fishing Access	 0 0 0

47 Kinder Crossing Fishing Access	 0 0 0

48 Telephone Ridge Fishing Access	 0 0 0

49 Horse Crossing Fishing Access	 0 0 0

50 Circle Bar Fishing Access	 1 2 3

51 Woods Canyon Lake Boating Site	 4 2 6

52 Black Canyon Lake Boating Site	 4 1 5

53 Knoll Lake Boating Site	 1 0 1

54 Rocky Point Picnic Site	 6 3 9

55 Gentry Picnic Picnic Site	 1 0 1

N = 490



APPENDIX C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

MOGOLLON RIM STUDY

1. Approach interview sincerely and pleasantly. If party does not
wish to be interviewed, thank them and leave. Do not make up in-
terview. If at any time respondent wishes to terminate interview,
do so. Do not make up the interview.

2. Follow instructions to interviewer on questionnaire explicitly.

3. Do not interview before 9:30 a.m, or after 7:00 p.m. on any given
day.

4. If two parties are camped together at one campsite, interview one -
pick at random or interview the family that appears to be the
initiator.

5. Interview Head of Household or apparent group leader.

6. Do not attempt to interview people sleeping, eating, or obviously

leaving the site.

7. Do not interview anyone under 16 years of age.

8. Do not initiate an interview during rain and do not interview any-

one inside their shelter (tent, trailer, etc.).

9. Do not interview anyone setting up camp.

10. Encourage and record all volunteer information under comments.

11. Do not interview people fishing.

12. At day use sites, a random start is difficult if large crowds are

present. Interview the first, available party.

13. A family is a nuclear family. Other relations go under other.

14. Determine responses involving time to the nearest half hour.

1 01
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15. When at an overnight site but interviewing a day user, treat as a
day use site.

16. If site to be sampled is closed due to fire danger or other ad-
ministrative reason, do not interview and do not make up interview.

17. If site is empty, attempt to make up interview, maintaining
seasonal and weekend/weekday strata.

18. Vary time of arrival at a given site on different days (alter
travel pattern within a group).

19. With respect to Question No. 35, ask only if visitor has been at
site for a minimum of four continuous daylight hours.

20. Upon concluding the interview, thank the party for their time and
comments.
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TABLES OF ACTIVITY PREFERENCE CONSTRAINTS
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